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«La France poursuivra sa promotion des plus 
hauts standards de sûreté nucléaire, sur le plan 
technologique comme sur le plan organisationnel 
et humain.» Conseil de politique nucléaire

8 février 2012 

«France will carry on with the promotion of the 
highest standards of nuclear safety, as regards 
technologies as well as at the organizational and 
human level.»

Nuclear Policy Council

8 February, 2012 

The French policy



� International Conference on Access to Civil Nuclear Energy 

(Paris, 8-9 March 2010)

« Making nuclear safety  a collective priority. » N. Sarkozy

� Action undertaken by the G8 French Presidency (2011)

� Deauville Summit (26 - 27 May 2011 )

� International Seminar on Nuclear Safety (Paris, 7 June 2011)

� Meeting of the Nuclear Safety Authorities (Paris, 8 June 2011)

���� Input for the IAEA Ministerial Conference on Nuclear Safety 

(Vienna, 20-24 June 2011)

� Prime Minister’s proposals to improve EP&R (Kiev, 19 April 2011)

� An International Rapid Response Mechanism

� An international Training Centre for Crisis Management

Nuclear Safety, France’s First Priority 



� France supports the IAEA Action Plan on Nuclear Safety

� 4 Cost-Free Experts in the Nuclear Safety & Security Department

� Technical cooperation, Ranet member, participation to IAEA 

peer reviews…

� France promotes the strengthening of nuclear safety worlwide:

� Establishing and maintaining a stringent regulatory framework

� Independance of the National Nuclear Safety Authority

� Transparency

� Applying the highest safety standards

� Developing and maintaining a strong safety culture at nuclear 

installations and within the nuclear community

� Continuously improving safety through periodic assessments 

and international peer reviews

From a collective priority to 

a collective responsibility (1)



� France supports the strengthening of the IAEA conventions

� Improving the effectiveness of the Early Notification and 

Assistance Conventions through enhanced implementation 

mechanisms

� Strengthening the Nuclear Safety Convention and Joint 

Convention including through well defined amendments, as 

appropriate.

� France supports the strengthening of the Emergency 

Preparedness & Response Mechanisms

� Building national capabilities

� Making the best use of the IAEA expertise,  the RANET system 

and implementing  tools

� Developing additional mechanisms & arrangements

From a collective priority to 

a collective responsibility (2)



� France supports the development of a global third party 

liability regime

� Universal adherence to the relevant international instruments 

(Revised Paris and Vienna Conventions, Joint Protocol, CSC…) as 

appropriate for each country

� Implementing domestic laws consistent with all commonly 

shared international principles, ensuring a swift and fair 

compensation for the victims

From a collective priority to 

a collective responsibility (3)



� France promotes a responsible development of civil nuclear 

energy

� Implementing the IAEA Action plan is the responsibility of the Agency  

AND Member States as well

� France is ready to assist the IAEA in implementing its Action plan

� France is able and keen to assist other States in improving their  

capabilities in nuclear safety, including:

� NSA to NSA cooperation (regulatory framework, organization, 

technology specific, EP&R, transparency…)

� TSO to TSO cooperation (EP&R, technical documents elaboration, 

research and expertise, training, environmental monitoring…)

� Development of skills, training courses (I2EN, IRSN, operators…)

� Cooperation at industrial level (operational safety, safety culture…)

International cooperation


